
Comment Spam Siphon 
 

Objective: Get backlinks from high PR blogs (including coveted .edu and .gov 
sites) by copying the process blog comment spammers use… but doing it 
smarter and faster.  

Main benefit (Traffic or SEO): SEO 

Estimated Cost: Free  

Estimated Time Required: A few minutes to a few hours. This addicting 
technique is like finding buried treasure – once you start, it may be hard to stop. 

Grey Hat Warning: This is a method that verges on being Black Hat – use it 
responsibly. Don’t go overboard; just aim for adding a maximum 5-20 backlinks a 
day.  

TIP: Try to add some value to your posts even it’s just one sentence. At the very 
least say something nice. Try to make the web and the world a better place 
everywhere you’ve been. Be better than some of the comment spammers who 
just spam their links and that’s it. This may not be possible every time, but do 
what you can on occasion. It’s just good karma. Also, because this is a time-
intensive tactic, aim to master and outsource it quickly. 

Process: 

1. Do a Google search for a highly competitive search term to find blogs 
spammers are using. The goal is to find a string of non-moderated, high 
PR blogs where you can leave a comment linking back to your site. Here’s 
how to format your search: 
 

 
You may have to go pretty deep in the results pages to find what you’re 
looking for. Play around with the search strings and dig deep into the 
search results until you find a couple of comment spammer trails you can 
follow. Once you discover their trail, you’ll find an endless source of high 
PR websites you can comment on. Because these sites don’t require 
comment approval, you can just write and post your comment, move on to 
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the next one, and your comment is instantly there.  
 

2. Once you find a comment spammer, copy and paste their website URL 
into www.BacklinkWatch.com. This free service shows you the trail to 
follow – and you can do it better than the spammer did. It shows you 
where all their backlinks are and whether the links are on no-follow sites 
and blogs. Stay away from the no-follow blogs because you want Google 
to pick up the anchor text you use to lead to your website.  
 

 

 
3. Look through the Backlink Watch results. Open tabs for results where you 

see anchor text that don’t have a “no follow” flag.  
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Find out the page ranks of these sites and bookmark any with a PR of 4 or 
more to build a database of 50-1,000 high page rank sites that you can 
post comments on that are automatically immediately approved. In many 
cases, the comments pages you’ll find are attached to sites with even 
higher page ranks, which is very good. 
 
Also, do a search in your Backlink Watch results for .edu and .gov sites: 
 

 
 
If you find .edu or .gov sites, save them no matter what their page rank is. 
You want all of these that you can find. The PR is going to come into play 
on anything else other than a .EDU and .GOV website. 
 

4. Leave comments on these sites and blogs, using your keywords as 
anchor text. Remember to add only a few backlinks a day and you’ll stay 
under the radar with Google.  

 

Spend just a few hours finding these websites, and use them over and over to 
add backlinks to your sites. You’re working smarter than the spammers because 
you’re not bothering with “no follow” sites (they use automated systems to post 
thousands of links a day) and because you’re leveraging the work they’ve 
already done in uncovering high PR sites where you can get powerful backlinks. 
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Resource list:

Known comment spammers who were found in the video that you can play 
around with researching where they are getting links (Sorry if any of you own any 
of these sites!): 

1. http://www.teethwhiteninginstructions.com/ (5,320 backlinks) 
2. http://www.acaiberrystudy.net/ (5016 links!) 
3. http://www.wiki.nasa.gov blog (PR9 site) 
4. http://www.scienceroll.com (PR6 site) 
5. http://www.ozzy.com (PR3 linking to PR6 homepage) 
6. http://www.avrilevine.com 
7. http://www.jessicasimpson.com 
8. http://www.diabetesmine.com (PR6 site) 
9. http://www.carrieunderwoodofficial.com (PR5 site) 
10. http://www.windowsteamblog.com (PR4 linking to PR7 homepage) 
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